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Some recent results on the enumeration of relations orI finite totally ordered sets are unified 
by establishing correspondences between these relations and some types of rhyming scheme 
which are characterized by the planarity of certain graphical representations. These represerlta- 
i tions themselves and a systematic method of enumeration involving them are sketched. 
Interpretations and proofs of a number of combinatorial identities are obtained. 
The purpose of this paper is to draw topether, by means of rhyming schemes 
[5,7], some recent results on the enumeration of relations on finite, totally 
ordered sets [4, 5,7, 12, 13, 141. The rhymiiig scheme of an n line stanza may be 
regarded fokally as a binary relation R on the set of lines Xn = (x,, . . . q,} of the 
stanza where x,ffxi if and only if th\; lines 3 and xi rhyme. R is reltlexive, 
symmetric, and transitive and so an equivalence relation on J$, and conversely an 
equivalence relation may be interpreted as ‘rt rhyming scheme. It is convenient to 
define a second relation R* OIL x in terms of R by taking xiR”3 whenever x,Rxi 
but x,J&~ for k with i < b: < j and extending so that R* is reflexive and symmetrk. 
R* is not in general transitive. 
Two other types of relation, connective, and similarity relations, on finite, 
totally ordered sets, have attracted some attention recsntly. The relations R in 
question are again reflexi-ve, symmetric relations on the totally ordered set 
Xn = (q : 1 G i s n} where now q are not necessarily the lines of a stanza but may 
sometimes have this interpretation. R is then a connective relation on Xn if, in 
addition, x$x, for i ss c js t whenever XjRXj, i <j, [12, 13, 161 while R is a 
similarity relation on X,, if x,Rq, XsRxj for i 6 s G j whenever xJ?% [4, 12, 141. It 
is known [ 16,141 that the number of relaticns of either ki$ld on x is Cnl the veth 
Catalan number [15, Sequence 5771, given by 
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Here we establish an indirect biunique correspondence between the two sets of 
relations on /Xn by first puttin,: each set in correspondence with certain subsets of 
the set 3, of rhyming schem,.:; OTJ X,, and then, in turn, putting these subsets of 
98, in correspondence (Sectic “). 
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The two subsets of 9, are characterized in terms of the planarity of one 1 
other of two graphical representat_ions (Section 2) and I’uther enumerative resul 
aTe obtained by studying graph theoretical properties arking from thew represe 
* tations. A relation R on Xn is said to be of valeuce at lcace one if for each xi in i 
there is some J’ # i for which x,Rxi (in terms of rlq m ing schemes, every lil 
rhymes with at least one other). A relation of a given kind m;ay often be made I 
of relations of the same kind of valence at least one. Moreover, in many of t 
correspondences we establish, the property of being y\.alence at least one 
preserved as is the number of edges in the various graphical representation 
Another prcjyerty of interest which, however, is not pn:s;:rved, is that of spacir 
a relation l? on X” is spaced if @x++~ for no i (uo two adjacent lines rhyme 
These sets may be enumerated systematically by c&?uring the edges of t 
associated graphs independently with any one of a rarsge of colours and th 
obtaining a convolutive or multiplicative identity, (see, fl.,r example, (4)), for t 
number of such coloured graphs by considering the first occurrence of so1 
distinguishing feature. Closed expressions for these numbers are obtained 
using Lagrange’s inversion formula [17, pp. 132-1331 ir the following modifi 
form that if 
A(x) = ‘r, a,,~” = xM(A(x)), 
ns-1 
where, for example, H(t) is a polynomial in t (as it is in the cases consiclel 
below), then 
n% = coefficient of 1 n4 in ((H(t))“. 
We obtain, in the process, the number of graphs of c;trtain kinds with gil 
numbers of edges (Section 4). 
The same considerations may be applied to the set 3, ; tself to obtain (Sect 
5) combinatorial proofs of identities involving the Bell numbers [lS, Sequel 
5851, and the Stirling numbeI:s S(r0, r) of the second ki:ncl [!;I, pp. 32-341, as we1 
other related numbers (see (P 4), (15), (17): (K)-(21)). The number I3” of rhym 
schemes (equivalence relations) on Xn is t!re ttth Bell number, where (camp 
(I@), 
c 
nao 
B, 5 = e(e"-- 1). 
. 
Similarly the number V,, of rhyming schemes in 48,, vc h:clr are of 1 alence at I( 
one satisfies (see [ 1.5, Sequellce 13871 and compare (18) 1. 
The number of rhyming schemes on 
Sylvester, but I have failed i:o discover 
X, was, accol-dir: g. to [ 11, considerel: 
this work in a br ~1 search in Sylvesl 
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publications in the Bodleian Library, 0xfok.d. The literary history and analysis of 
rhyming schemes is, how ever, ‘dery much older: Growney [7] draws attention to a 
16,th century work, Pu:t.enham’s The Atie of EngWz Poe. k, while an, early 
.,Japanese novel ?‘Ite T& of Genji, of Murasaki Shikibu, is cited in the extensive 
bibliography [6]. 
Consider a reflexive, symmetric relation R on a finite, totally ordered set Xn as 
before. The (undirected) graph r(R) of the relation R is the graph whose vertex 
set is & identified with a set of n points on a line, labelled consecutively x1 to x,, 
in which 4 ‘is jointed to 3 if and only if x&, if 
U Y,, where Y, = (yi : 1~ s r~}, with edges unordered pairs !q, yj} where 
(xi, yj} is an edge of B(R) if and only if x$x,, i < j. & and Y, may convenie&ly 
be ide;rtSed with ordered sets of n points on two parallel lines. R is uniquely 
specified in terms of the adjacency relation of either graph with the addition that 
R is reflexive. The number of edges in the two representations of R is the same. 
A relation R on X, is of valence at least one if and only if every vertex of r(R) 
has valence at least one or, equivalently, for every i, at IL -st one of the vertices 
4, yi of B(R) has valence at least one. 
The unipartite representation of a rhyming scheme R on X;, is the graph T(R “‘) 
[S, 71. A rhyming scheme R is planar if its unipartite representatior, is a p1ana.r 
graph, that is +R*$ and %R*x, for no i <s <jC t; otherwise R has crossings. 
Growney [7] showed that the number of planar rhyming schemes on Xn rs Cn, as 
given by $1). The graphs (R*) of rhyming schemes R on X, are shown in Fig. 1. 
The bipartite representation of a rhymin k; scheme R on X, is the graph B(R*) 
[:I]. A rhyming scheme R is uncovered if its bipartite representation is a planar 
g::aph, that is qR*+ and x,R*r, for no i <s < t <j; otherwise fi! has coverings. 
The bipartite representation of an uncc,vered rhyming scheme #3n X, is a 
d’:creasing bipartite graph on x U Y, in which (4, yi) is not an ed:$e for any i and 
SC) the number of such schemes is also C,, [3]. The graphs I&!?*) of rhyming 
schemes R on X3 are shown in Fig. 2. 
Q 0 0 0 8”‘B e-a 0 cf7h 4rYr-a 
x1 x2 x3 x2 x3 x1 x2 x1 x2 x3 IL1 x3 
01 (ii) [iii) WI w 
Fig. 1. r(R*) for rhyming schemes R an X3. 
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Fig. ‘!. B! R*) for rhyming schemes R on X,. 
We apply the terms “plantar” and “uncovered”, “has cros;ings” and “has 
coverings” interchangably to 23 and R*. The planarity of a sctwme depends on 
the choice of reprlesentation: there are schemes which are plar ar but not uncov- 
ered and vice versa, as is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. (Figs. 3(b‘1 :trti 4(b) show th,: 
graphs T(R*) and B(R*) Ior the quatrain R in which the line:, rhyme alterna- 
tively.) 
The first of the correspondences which we now procee$d t.1 describe, that 
between planar and uncovered schemes, is obtained by a proce:‘;s of unravelling 
crossings and coverings suggested by Fig. 3 and 4. (The grap’hs of’ corresponding 
(indeed, in this case identical) schemes on X3 have the same label in Figs. 1 and 
2.) 
,(acaa 
x1 9 x3 xJ 
(aI 00 
Fig. 3. T(l?*): (a) R planar; (b) R uncovered. 
Fig. 4. FI (R”) for the same R as in Fig. 3. 
3. Correspondences 
In establishing a correspondence between planar and uncovere.1 schemes it is 
only necessary to show horn planar schemes wit coverings correspnd to uncov- 
ered schemes with crossings, leaving those schemes which are Ruth planar and 
uncovered unch.anged. ConGder then a non-planar uncovered slA \:me R on X, 
and define a sequence of reflexive, symmetric relations &, k 13 0. on Xn induc- 
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4fC?Fba - _ 
x1 xz % x4 xs “6 3 x2 x3 %4 x5 % 
(?I - @I “- 
Fig. 5. Correspondence betwkn plwu rhyming schemes and 
connect&e relations: (a) r(R*); (b) f (R& 
tively as follows: 
(a) Ro=R*; 
(b) for k 30, if Rk has a crossing and XI&%, ekq, with i < s c: j < t is the left 
most crossing (that is ii and s are minimal subject o these conditions) then Rktl is 
the same as & exrzpt that &&+I~, xJ2k+1+ thereby replacing the left most 
crossing in 1pk by a cover in Rf, +f. 
After a finite number of steps, say m, we obtain a relation S* = R, which 
corresponds to a planar scheme S with covers; and .Ne may reverse the procedure 
to obtain R by working at each step with ths outerrlost and left most cover. (The 
relation illustrated in Fig. 3(b) is taken into thE;f shown in Fig. 3(a).) This 
establishes the required correspondence and we may further note that the number 
of crossings in R* is !the same as the number of coverings in S? 
Consider again a planar rhyming schem.e $2 on J&. We may turn this into a 
connective relation R on X, by gathering each set of rhyming lines (equivalence 
class) at the final appearance of their rhyme: more precisely if, for each i, 
x,,, * l l 9 xif&(i)9 where iI < i2 C l l l C ikfi), are ail the lines which rhyme under R with 
4 so that 4 = xir for some j, 1 s j G k(i), and %R*++,, 1~ s C k(i), then we take 
q&s,,, 1 G s G k(i), and extend R, to be reflexive and symmetric. Then the 
condition of planarity on R ensures that R, is connective; and the correspondence 
is reversible so that we may recover pi uniq*My from R, via R*_ AR illustration 
of this correspondence is given in Fig. 5. 
Finally, given an uncovered rhyming scheme R on X, we may regard it as the 
unique “ske!eton” of a similarity relation R by tpling x&x4 for i S p s q s j 
whenever +R*% and extending R, to be reflexive and symmetric. Conversely 
every similarity relation R, has a unique skeleton R* where R* is reflexive and 
symmetric and x,R*% whenever llc,Rs+ and x&xq, j < q, X&Xi, p < i ; and, in turn, 
R* corresponds to an uncovered scheme R. This correspondence is illustrated in 
Fig. 6. 
*1 ‘2 ‘3 ‘4 “5 ‘6 ‘1 ?2 ‘3 ‘4 ‘5 ‘6 
Fig. 6. Correspondence between uncovered rhyming schemes and 
simikuity relations: (a) I’(R”); (b) IQ?,). 
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The property of being spaced is not: in general, preserved u&:r these corres- 
pondences. However, if a relation ,R on X, is spaced then B(R) n triy be qegarded 
as a graph B(R’) on X”__l = J&\{x,) alld Yk_, = Y,\{yl} with the shift != yi+lt 
1 < i :S n, and hence asso&ated with a relation I?’ On X_.r in a. ux,ique ay. This 
provides a further one-to-one correspondence between rhyming :;( hemes (respec- 
1 tively uncovered scheme%.) R on X, for which R* is spaced andI r h :bming schemes 
(respectively uncovered schemes) on l$,+ ,a correspondence w 19 ich, however, 
does not, in general, prerierve the property of being of valence :it least gne. 
In the first two correspurdences established in this section, the II ;.r:mber of edges 
in the graphical representations of corresponding relations is the same and the 
property of being of vale:ace at least one is preserved. This is nolt the case with the 
third correspondence, that l~etvwekn uncovered schemes and similarty relations, in 
which additional edges are added and this explains in part the di% hence between 
the (additive) enumeration of similarity relations and the (conva! athe or multi- 
plicative) enumeratjon of connective relations remarked upon i:n [ R2, Section 91. 
4. Enumerative methods and results 
The enumeration of the set %, of connective relations on & has been 
described fully elsewhere f13] and the enumeration of the sets %,, and 9” of 
respectively uncovered schemes (in thlz form of increasing bipartit 1: graphs) ant’ 
planar schemes on ;)(;i may be treated similarly. Here we give a b&s’ review of the 
methods and results for these sets concentrating on Q,, and, more: E:specially, or, 
%* 
Let J&t) be the number of graphs, associated with the relatio,n:; in any one of 
these sets, whose edges are coloured independently with any o:! a range of ii 
colours using r(R) for R is %,, .B(R:“) for R in a,, or r(R*) for XC in 9,,. In all 
three cases 
fk(l) - 1, fkc+ 1-e 
and, in [13], it is shown, by partitioning the set (U,, according to the l~gest integer 
i such that x*Rxi for R in %,, that 
?lL - 1 
fk(n)=fk(n-l)+kC f;(i--l)fi(n-i)-~r’cfk(n-l), na3, i3 2 
QW 
Similarly, pariitioning the set %,, according to the smallest integer. !‘. if any, such 
that XiR*q+, for R in %,, we have 
fkbd = kfk(rY - I)+$ fk(i-- l)f,(n -i)+fk(n-l), na 3, 
i-2 
(6b) 
noting that if there is no such i then R is a spaced relation in %, and., by the 
remarks in Section 3, there are fk (n - 1) of these. 
Finally, partitioning the set SD,, according to the largest integer i such that 
x$t”q, we find 
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We may rewrite #a), (6b), (ti) .m the form 
R(n)-(t+k~f~(n-l)+kn:zX(r)f,(n-r-l), ‘na3, 
r==l 
and ii then fallows, in terms of generating &tions, that (compare 113, (12)]) 
Fk(X) = c ficbb” = ~(1 +(I+ k&(x)+ ~(F,(x))~) 
?tWl (7) 
= x(1 + kF’(x))(l+ &(x)). 
Applying Lagrange’s inversion 
nfft (n) = coefficient of 
Now 
formula, as in (2), (3), to (7), we have 
t n4 in (1 + ?~t)~(l+ t)“. 
Hence the number f(n, r) of graphcs with r edges arising from any one of *the sets 
%,,, K., or gP,,, is given by (compare 1113, (1)]) 
Moreover, for k = 1, writing (7) in the form 
Fdx) = x(1+ &(x))~, 
another applicztion of Lagrange’s Iinversion formula yields (see (l)), 
A similar analysis holds for rela;eions of valence at least one. For example, if 
g,(n) is the number of graphs associated with schemes in SP,, of valence at least 
one, coloured as before, and &(x) is the number of hese in FNhich x1 and xz are 
joined ithen, with the same partition as above, gk(2) = &(2) = k, ga(3) z= gk(3) = k2, 
n-2 
g&J = &(n)+ C &(n)gk(n - r), n 24; 
r=2 
&An) = k(gd n-l)+gk(n-2)), na4. 
Hence, combiniilg (8) and (9) using generating functions, we have 
(8) 
(9 
&k(X) = c j&(n)xn-l = x[k(l + &lx)) + (G,(x))*], 
nS2 
from which it follows, as another application of Lagrange’s inversion formula, that 
(compare [ 13, (14)]) 
)( 
n -r n+l-r 
n-l-2r 
k , na0, 
n+l-r 
’ 
n30. 
In particular 
gl(n+2)= m,, ns0, g,(n) = Tn, n 32, 
where m, is the n th Motzkin number [ 15, Sequence 456; 3] giver by 
m, = 
ard ‘y,, + Y,,+~ =ng,. n 20, 
considering those Xi which 
we obtain the identities 
n 
C 
n 
n+l = IO WY r=O r 
nS0, (10) 
‘y. = 1 (see [ll, p. 219: 3n. Finaily *‘or R in g,,, 
are not related under R* to any other Y,, j # i, in x, 
n 
Cn = Iz To, 
Zo 
na0. 
r=() rt 
Analogous interpretations of (S), (9), (10) hold for c&, and %,, at!d the sets of 
bipartite graphs considered in [3] may be emtmerated in the same \vay. 
The three partitions given above, when considered using the corrt::(pondences in
Section 3 as partitions of the same set, are all distinct and so WC may obtain 
futher combinatorial results. For example transferring the partitior of %& to Pn 
(or %,) the number of planar (or uncovered) schemes R on Xn for vl,hich for each 
i, 1 G i c H there are s, t with s < i < t and x,R*q is C,,_r, n 3 1. 
Arguing as for relations of valence at least one, we may show tl at the number 
of spaced planar sche:mes on XE +1 is m,,, n 2 I , (from which we mr!!’ deduce, by 
the correspondence of Section 3, that this is also the number c bf connective 
relations R on Xn+l fcr which q&xk, ~.+_&xk for no i, k with i c: k (see also 
[ 1,3])). ,% direct proof of this may be based on illiotzkin’s original de inition [8] of 
thl,: numbers m, as the number or’ ladder graphs jl”(R’) on X, in which the 
(Z)G osv#]* ‘ “* i12) 
From a graph IYR”) of thb kind, we obtam a refleXive,.iymm&ric elation R+ on 
X,, and we may, in turn, define a relation ,R* on &+* by taking x$Z*q+l 
whenever qR’+, i <j, and extending R* to be r4Iexive and symmetric. This 
correspondence’betweweea R+ andR* is one-toroqe and the? the rhyming scheme R 
which corresponds to R* as in Section 1 @a planar &aced one on &+%. Hence 
the number of such schemes ,on X,,, is I%, n > 0, as. stated and, moreover, since 
I’(R’j and I’(R*) have the same number of edges, the number of these schemes 
R on Xn+I whose graphs r(R*) have r edges is also given by (12). 
The enumeration of similarity relations may be ,obtained via the correspon- 
dence of Section 3 but, as remarked there, a direci: approach proceeds somewhat 
differently from the foregoing and is described in [12]. 
5. ikther enmerative redts 
The Stirling numbers S(n, r) of .:he second kind are the number of equivalence 
relations on X, with r equivalence classes and are related to the I3ell numbers B,, 
bY 
B,= f S(nJ), naC). (13) 
It follows that the number of B(n, r) of schemes in S, whose unipartite represen- 
tation has I edges is given by 
B(n, r)=S(n,n-r), O=wal, 04) 
brat wc may also show this using the colouring technique of the previous section. 
Let h (n) be the number of distinct k colcured graphs, F(.R*), arising (as in that 
section) from xhernes I? in 9, (so b*(n) = &). There are (F) ways of choosing r 
lines to rhqrme with the first line in a scheme on Xn+l. So bk(0)= 1 and 
h(n+l)z,~o (:)bk(n-r)kr, n>Q. 0% 
Writing (compare (4)) 
&W= C &(n)$ 
n*O . 
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we have 
B;‘(x) = ekx& (x), 
(W” fjk(X) = ek-‘(@-1) = c nr f: S(n, 
?I*0 - r=O (16) 
= c 5 i S(n, r)P’ 
lla0 l 
follow. 
Similarly, if V(p1, r) is the number of schemes R of ylalence at I cast one in 9, 
whose graphs T(R*) have r edges and V~ (n) is the total number of distinct k 
colouaed graphs, r(R*), arising from schemes R of ‘Aence at l(:iTst one in 98, 
then v,(O) = 1, u&)=0, and 
teading to (compare (5)) 
v,(x) = 1 uk(n) 5 = ekel(eb-kx -1) 
?laO . (18) 
and 
=,zo$ $ bh W’-r 
- r-o 
V(n, I*) = b(n, n - r) (19) 
where b( n, r) is the associated Stirling number of the second k u*d [9, p. 771. 
Moreover, considering lines rhyming with no other line, we have (ccn rpare (I 1)) 
bk(n>= i (“)vk(n-r). 
r=O r 
We may show, arguing as for (15) (17), that the number of spaczl1 schemes in 
%, is Qn+, n iz 1, as atdso follows by the approach in Section 3. Further, 
conariering the lines, iI any, rhyming with the final lirc, we may sb IW that 
B(n + 1, s + 1) = B(n, s + 1) + (n - s)B(n, s), W) 
V(n + 1, s + 1) = (n - s)V(n, s) + nV(n - 1, s), (21) 
leading, via (14), (19), to familiar identitles for the Stirling number, S(n, t) and 
b(n, r) respectively. 
This paper was *prepared in October 1976, fc&Mg *a @,g&tion;uf,E$ Hew&t * *” 
wha k@dly&ew ‘ti? ktexition t0 [S]. P thadc the U&m&y of West&m jkustralia 
for hospitality at that tiine. 
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